WORLD YOUTH DAY
IN
KRAKOW, POLAND

JULY 24-AUGUST 1, 2016

SPONSOR:
THE DIOCESE OF PATERSON, NEW JERSEY
ITINERARY

SUNDAY - 24 JULY  DEPART FOR WORLD YOUTH DAY
Motorcoach transportation will be provided from a central location in THE DIOCESE OF PATERSON to check in for your INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT.

MONDAY - 25 JULY  WARSAW AND KRAKOW, POLAND
Arrive into a major EUROPEAN city in the early morning; continue on a non-stop flight to WARSAW. After you arrive and proceed through CUSTOMS you will be met by a professional tour manager who will show you the way to a motorcoach on which you will be taken on a panoramic tour of WARSAW en route to KRAKOW. Check into THE BEST WESTERN OLD TOWN HOTEL or THE HOTEL REZYDENT in KRAKOW. Dinner will be served in your hotel.

TUESDAY - 26 JULY  KRAKOW
KRAKOW is considered to be one of the oldest and most beautiful cities in EUROPE. From the central location of your hotel you will be able to experience THE WORLD YOUTH DAY activities as well as becoming familiar with the sites and sounds of the city. A guided morning walking tour will take you to JAGIELLONNIAN UNIVERSITY (whose graduates include SAINT JOHN PAUL II), WALWEL CASTLE, THE ROYAL PALACE and THE CATHEDRAL (where SAINT JOHN PAUL II celebrated his first MASS as a newly ordained priest).

Join with “youth” from all over the world during the afternoon OPENING CEREMONY for WORLD YOUTH DAY. Dinner will be served in your hotel.

WEDNESDAY - 27 JULY  KRAKOW, WADOWICE, KRAKOW
Spend the morning participating in CATECHETICAL SESSIONS and other activities which are part of THE YOUTH FESTIVAL. In the afternoon we will provide you with the opportunity to go to WADOWICE to visit sites of importance in the life of SAINT JOHN PAUL II returning to KRAKOW afterward. Or if you choose you can stay in KRAKOW to experience WORLD YOUTH DAY activities. Dinner will be served in your hotel.

THURSDAY - 28 JULY  KRAKOW
Spend the morning participating in CATECHETICAL SESSIONS. In the afternoon we welcome OUR HOLY FATHER to WORLD YOUTH DAY! Dinner will be served in the hotel.

FRIDAY - 29 JULY  KRAKOW, LAGIEWNIKI, KRAKOW
Spend the morning in CATECHETICAL SESSIONS. In the afternoon we will provide you with the opportunity to visit THE CONGREGATION OF SISTERS OF DIVINE MOTHER OF MERCY and the TOMB OF SAINT FAUSTINA or, if you choose, you can stay in KRAKOW to experience WORLD YOUTH DAY activities. Dinner will be served in your hotel followed with the opportunity to participate in THE STATIONS OF THE CROSS.
SATURDAY - 30 JULY  
KRAKOW  
Spend the morning in KRAKOW. In the afternoon we begin our walking pilgrimage to the site of the VIGIL with OUR HOLY FATHER. (A boxed dinner will be provided).

SUNDAY - 31 JULY  
KRAKOW, CZESTOCHOWA, WARSAW  
Today concludes WORLD YOUTH DAY activities. In the early afternoon you will be taken to experience THE MONASTERY OF JASNA GORA (the third largest site of pilgrimage in the world and the national SHRINE OF POLAND) returning to your hotel afternoon. Dinner will be served in the hotel.

MONDAY - 1 AUGUST  
DEPART FOR HOME.  
Transportation will be provided to the airport to check in for your flight to home. Transportation will be provided to a central location in THE DIOCESE OF PATERSON.

---

RESERVATION FORM - WORLD YOUTH DAY - 2016

Please fill in the appropriate information and send with your deposit of $400.00 per person plus a copy of your Passport or other Proof of Citizenship to: Great Experiences, Inc. at 400-D Lake Street, Ramsey, New Jersey - 07446. Checks are to be made payable to Great Experiences, Inc.

LEGAL NAME: (AS IT APPEARS ON YOUR PASSPORT):

EMAIL ADDRESS

ADDRESS

House/Apt.Number and Street

City, State and Zip Code

NAME OF YOUR PARISH

SHARING A ROOM WITH ____ WILLING TO SHARE ____

DO YOU HAVE A MEDICAL PROBLEM THAT WE SHOULD BE AWARE OF? IF SO, PLEASE BRIEFLY DESCRIBE ____________

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION: NAME: ____________________________

RELATIONSHIP ____________________________ TELEPHONE (AM) _______ (PM) _______

E-MAIL ADDRESS: ____________________________
STATEMENT OF COSTS

COST PER PERSON: $2,250.00-Two in a room $2,225.00-3 in a room (limited availability)

COST INCLUDES:
- Round-trip motorcoach transportation from central location to Newark or Kennedy International Airport
- Professional assistance with checking in at Newark or Kennedy International Airport
- Round-trip airport/hotel transportation by private motorcoach with the services of a professional tour escort
- 7 nights hotel accommodations, twin or triple bedded room with private bathroom
- Full breakfast daily and dinner daily
- Sightseeing as per the itinerary
- World Youth Day Registration Fee
- Taxes and service charges on all included features
- Tips to the bus drivers and professional assistants

NOT INCLUDED:
- Airfare (anticipated $1,700.00. The actual fare will be confirmed about 330 days before departure. The airfare cost will be pro-rated in addition to the schedule for land services).
- Lunches
- Travel insurance (Through 30 years of age the cost will be about $100.00; the cost increases with age. Travel insurance provides reimbursement for cancellation penalties, medical coverage, medical transportation coverage among other coverages. We include the brochure with detailed information and application form when we acknowledge receipt of deposit, and strongly encourage utilizing the insurance).

PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP REQUIREMENTS: A valid U.S. Passport which is in effect for no less than six months after the date of return is required for all U.S. citizens; citizens of other countries should inquire with the Polish Consulate at www.polandconsulate.com http://www.spanishconsulate.com

PAYMENT FOR LAND SERVICES ONLY: Deposit of $400.00 per person as well as a completed reservation form and copy of Passport (or other proof of citizenship if the participant is not a U.S. citizen) is due with each reservation. Additional payments will be due as follows: $400.00 on March 15, 2015, $400.00 on July 15, 2015, $400.00 ON November 15, 2015, $650.00 on April 1, 2016.

CANCELLATION PENALTIES: Loss of $250.00 for cancellation at any time; complete loss within 6 months of departure. Please note that an application for travel insurance which will provide reimbursement for penalties due to cancellation for a medical emergency and other factors will be sent when receipt of deposit is acknowledged.

RESERVATIONS ARE LIMITED TO 100 PERSONS

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL:
GREAT EXPERIENCES, INC. - TELEPHONE: 201-825-3725 or email: greatexinc@verizon.net

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

- Registration and deposit as noted in brochure
- Accommodations: twin bedded with private bath unless otherwise requested
- Transfers and porterage as per brochure
- Baggage allowance: 1 large suitcase/1 carry-on
- Sightseeing and entrance fees as per brochure
- Airlines concerned are not to be held responsible for any act, omission, or event during the time passengers are on board the aircraft
- GREAT EXPERIENCES, INC. gives notice that we are acting as agents for the passenger upon the express condition that we shall not be held liable for any injury, damage, loss, accident, delay, or irregularity which may occur either by reason or defect in any vehicle, or through acts of default of any company or person engaged in conveying the passenger or carrying out the arrangements of the tour or in connection with hotel or guesthouse arrangements.
- GREAT EXPERIENCES, INC. cannot accept responsibility for losses or accidental expenses due to delay or changes in schedule, defaults, or over booking by hotels, guesthouses, sickness, weather, strike, war, quarantine, or other causes. All such losses or expenses will have to be borne by the passengers. Baggage owner risk throughout the tour unless insured by the passenger.